
Weakly Regular Relations and AppliationsS�ebastien Limet�, Pierre R�ety�, Helmut Seidl+� LIFO - Universit�e d'Orl�eans, Frane. flimet,retyg�lifo.univ-orleans.fr+ Dept. of Computer Siene - University of Trier, Germany. seidl�psi.uni-trier.deKeywords : tree-tuple languages, equational uni�ation, rewriting.Abstrat. A new lass of tree-tuple languages is introdued : the weaklyregular relations. It is an extension of the regular ase (regular rela-tions) and a restrition of tree-tuple synhronized languages, that hasall usual nie properties, exept losure under omplement. Two appli-ations are presented : to uni�ation modulo a rewrite system, and toone-step rewriting.1 IntrodutionSeveral lasses of tree-tuple languages (also viewed as tree relations), have beende�ned by means of automata or grammars. In partiular, a simple one, theRegular Relations (RR), onsists in de�ning regularity as being the one of thetree language (over the produt-alphabet) obtained by overlapping the tupleomponents.A more sophistiated lass, the Tree-Tuple Synhronized Languages (TTSL),is obtained by extending RRs thanks to synhronization onstraints between in-dependent branhes. TTSLs have �rst been introdued by means of Tree-TupleSynhronized Grammars (TTSG) and have been applied to equational uni�a-tion [7℄, to logi program validation [10℄, and to one-step rewriting theory [8℄.They have next been reformulated in a simpler way by means of ConstraintSystems (CS), and applied to rewriting again and to onurreny [4℄.RRs have all usual nie properties1, but expressiveness is poor. It is just theopposite for TTSLs. In partiular, CSs are not losed under intersetion2, norunder omplement.In this paper we de�ne an intermediate lass, alledWeakly Regular Relations(WRR), between RRs and synhronized languages, that has all RRs properties,exept losure under omplement. Thanks to its expressiveness greater than RRs,WRRs enable to prove new deidability results :{ on uni�ation modulo a rewrite system. Unlike [7℄, a non-linear goal is al-lowed. This result is obtained by using the general method of [11℄ for deidinguni�ability with the help of a tree-tuple language.{ on the existential one-step rewriting theory. Unlike [8℄, non-linear rewriterules are allowed.All missing proofs and details an be found in [9℄1 Exept losure under iteration (transitive losure).2 Horizontal TTSGs are losed under intersetion, provided a more ompliated ontrolis used [8℄, whih makes great diÆulties. In partiular, we do not know if they arethen still losed under projetion.



2 Regular Relations and Synhronized LanguagesLet � be an alphabet, i.e. a set of symbols with �xed arities. T� denotes the setof ground terms over �. For a position p in t 2 T�, tjp denotes the subterm of tat position p, and t(p) denotes the symbol ourring in t at position p.Given a language S of l-tuples, and T of n-tuples, and for i 2 f1; : : : ; lg,j 2 f1; : : : ; ng the i; j-join of S and T is a l + n � 1-tuple language, denotedS 1i;j T , and de�ned by :f(s1; : : : ; sl; t1; : : : ; tj�1; tj+1; : : : ; tn) j (s1; : : : ; sl) 2 S^(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 T^si = tjgS 1 T stands for S 1l;1 T . For i1; : : : ; ik 2 f1; : : : ; lg, the projetion of S onomponents i1; : : : ; ik is the k-tuple language, denoted �i1;:::;ik (S), de�ned by :�i1;:::;ik (S) = f(si1 ; : : : ; sik ) j 8j 6= i1; : : : ; ik; 9sj ; (s1; : : : ; sl) 2 SgFor tuples s 2 S, t 2 T , s t denotes the l+ n-tuple obtained by onatenation ofs and t.2.1 Regular RelationsWe de�ne regularity for n-ary relations as in [2℄, i.e. a relation R is regular i�the tree language over the produt-alphabet obtained by overlapping the tuple-omponents is regular.Formally, let �� be the produt alphabet de�ned by �� = (�[f?g)� (�[f?g) � f??g where ? is a new onstant. For s; t 2 T� we reursively de�nes� t 2 T�� by :f(s1; : : : ; sn)�g(t1; : : : ; tm) =8>><>>:fg(s1 � t1; : : : ; sn � tn;?� tn+1; : : : ;?� tm)if n < mfg(s1 � t1; : : : ; sm � tm; sm+1 �?; : : : ; sn �?)otherwiseFor instane f(a; g(b))� f(f(a; a); b) is ff(af(?a;?a); gb(b?)). This de�nitiontrivially extends to produt of k terms t1 � : : :� tk.A n-ary relation R � Tn� is regular i� the tree language ft1 � : : : � tn j(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Rg is regular. RR stands for Regular Relation. For example, f(t; t) jt 2 T�g and for given symbols f; g 2 � of same arity, f(t; t[f  g℄) j t 2 T�gare RRs. On the other hand f(t; tsym) j t 2 T�; tsym is the symmetri tree of tgis not a RR if � is not monadi.2.2 Constraint Systems for Synhronized LanguagesSynhronized languages refer to the lass of languages de�ned by means of TTSGwith bounded synhronizations of [7℄. The exat de�nition is rather tehnial andwill not be given here. The aim of this setion is to de�ne a more uniform wayto reognize this lass of languages. We use onstraint systems (CS), and weonsider their least �x-point solutions. A CS an be viewed as a grammar forwhih a bottom-up point of view is adopted. We will sometimes identify non-terminals with the sets they generate.



Example 1. In the signature � = ffn2; bn0g let Id2 = f(t; t) j t 2 T�g be the setof pairs of idential terms. Id2 an be de�ned by the following CS :Id2 � (b; b)Id2 � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22)) (Id2; Id2)where 11; 21; 12; 22 abbreviate pairs (for readability). For example 21 means(2; 1), whih denotes the �rst omponent of the seond argument (the seondId2). Note that sine 11 and 12 ome from the same Id2, they represent twoidential terms, in other words they are linked (synhronized), whereas for ex-ample 11 and 21 are independent.Example 2. Now if we onsider the slightly di�erent CS :Xsym � (b; b)Xsym � (f(11; 21); f(22; 12)) (Xsym; Xsym)we get the set Lsym = f(t; tsym) j tsym is the symmetri tree of tg.Example 3. In the signature � = fsn1; bn0g let Ldble = f(sn(b); s2n(b))g. It anbe de�ned by the CS : Xdble � (b; b)Xdble � (s(11); s(s(12))) XdbleGeneral formalizationAssume we are given a (universal) index set N for tuple omponents. For I � Nand any set M , the set of I-tuples a : I ! M is denoted by M I . Often, wealso write a = (ai)i2I provided a(i) = ai whih for I = f1; : : : ; kg � N, is alsowritten as a = (a1; : : : ; ak).Di�erent tree tuple languages may refer to tuples of di�erent length, or,to di�erent index sets. Our onstraint variables represent tree tuple languages.Consequently, they have to be equipped with the intended index set. Suh anassignment is alled lassi�ation. Aordingly, a lassi�ed set of tuple variables(over N) is a pair (X ; �) where � : X ! 2N assigns to eah variable X a subsetof indies. This subset is alled the lass of X . For onveniene and whenever �is understood, we omit � and denote the lassi�ed set (X ; �) by X . The maximalardinality of the lasses in X is also alled the width of X . In partiular, inexample 1, N = f1; 2g, X = fId2g, �(Id2) = f1; 2g, and the width of X is 2.A onstraint system (CS) for tree tuple languages onsists of a lassi�ed set(X ; �) of onstraint variables, together with a �nite set E of inequations of theform X � 2(X1; : : : ; Xk) (1)where X;X1; : : : ; Xk 2 X and 2 is an operator mapping the onatenation oftuples for the variables Xi to tuples for X . More preisely, letJ = f(i; x) j 1 � i � k; x 2 �(Xi)g (2)



denote the disjoint union of the index sets orresponding to the variables Xi (inexample 1, J = f(1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 1); (2; 2)g abbreviated into f11; 12; 21; 22g).Then 2 denotes a mapping T J� ! T �(X)� . Eah omponent of this mappingis spei�ed through a tree expression t whih may aess the omponents ofthe argument tuple and apply onstrutors from signature �. Thus, t an berepresented as an element of T�(J) where T�(J) denotes all trees over � whihadditionally may ontain nullary symbols from the index set J .Consider, e.g., the seond onstraint in example 1. There, the �rst omponentof the operator is given by t = f(11; 21).The mapping indued by suh a tree t then is de�ned byt(sj)j2J = tfj 7! sjgj2Jfor every (sj)j2J 2 T J� . Aordingly, 2 is given by a tuple 2 2 T�(J)�(X).Let us ollet a set of useful speial forms of onstraint systems. The on-straint (1) is alled{ non-opying i� no index j 2 J ours twie in 2;{ horizontal i� for any omponents 2x, 2y and any positions p, q, 2xjp =(i; x0), 2yjq = (i; y0) implies p and q are positions at the same depth.{ regular i� eah omponent of 2 is a single onstrutor appliation of theform 2x = ax((1; x); : : : ; (n; x)) for eah x 2 �(X) (ax being of arity n).Note that regularity implies horizontality.The whole onstraint system is alled non-opying, (horizontal, regular) i� eahonstraint in E is so.For example, the CSs that de�ne Id2 and Lsym are non-opying, and hori-zontal. Moreover Id2 is regular. On the other hand, Ldble is not horizontal.The lass of non-opying CSs orresponds to the lass of TTSGs of [7℄, soreognizes synhronized languages. In the rest of the paper, we only onsidernon-opying CSs even it is not expliitly written.Proposition 1. [4℄ The lass of non-opying CSs is losed under union, pro-jetion, artesian produt. Moreover membership and emptiness are deidable.Proposition 2. RRs are exatly the languages de�ned by regular CSs.Proof. If top symbols of all omponents of 2 have the same arity, i.e. 8x; y 2�(X), arity(ax) = arity(ay), then it is obvious sine overlapping tuple-ompo-nents amounts to synhronize idential positions together. Otherwise, a non-regular CS may de�ne a RR, like for example fX � (s(11); f(12; 21))(X;Y ); X�(b; b); Y � bg. But it an be transformed into a regular CS by hanging the indexset of Y into �(Y ) = f2g. The CS beomes fX � (s(11); f(12; 22))(X;Y ); X �(b; b); Y � bg, whih is regular. However, for simpliity, we always onsider inexamples that for any X , �(X) = f1; 2; : : :g.A variable assignment is a mapping � assigning to eah variable X 2 X asubset of T �(X)� (i.e. a set of tuples of ground terms). Variable assignment �satis�es the onstraint (1) i�



�(X) � f2(t1; : : : ; tk) j ti 2 �(Xi)g (3)Note that the 2-operator is applied to the artesian produt of the argument sets�(Xi). In partiular, the tuples inside the argument sets are kept \synhronized"while tuples from di�erent argument sets may be arbitrarily ombined.The variable assignment � is a solution of the onstraint system i� it satis�esall onstraints in the system. Sine, the operator appliation in (3) is monotoni,even ontinuous (w.r.t. set inlusion of tuple languages) we onlude that eahonstraint system has a unique least solution.3 Study of Intersetion of Synhronized LanguagesFinding a CS that reognizes the intersetion of two synhronized languages isdiÆult, preisely beause of synhronizations. The �rst example exhibits the�rst diÆulty : deadloks.Example 4. Let L1 and L2 reognized respetively by the variables X1 and X2of the following onstraint systems :L1 L2X1 � (11; g(12))Y1 X2 � (f(11); 12)Y2Y1 � (f(11); f(12))Z1 Y2 � (g(11); g(12))Z2Z1 � (g(b); b) Z2 � (b; f(b))Clearly L1 = L2 = f(f(g(b)); g(f(b)))g, So L1 \ L2 is not empty but in L1ourrenes 1 (in the �rst omponent) and 2:1 (in the seond omponent) aresynhronized whereas ourrenes 2 and 1:1 are synhronized in L2. This pro-dues a deadlok when trying to run the two CSs in parallel to reognize L1\L2.More generally, it is possible to enode the Post Correspondene Problem bytesting emptiness of the intersetion of two synhronized languages.Theorem 1. Emptiness of the intersetion of synhronized languages is unde-idable.Proof. Let A and C be two alphabets and �, �0 be morphisms from A� to C�.Let us onsider the two synhronized tree languages L = f(�; �(�))j� 2 A+gand L0 = f(�; �0(�))j� 2 A+g. Let us write �(ai) = i;1 : : : i;pi and �0(ai) =0i;1 : : : 0i;p0i for eah ai 2 A. Then L and L0 are reognized by the following CSs3 :L L'X � (ai(11); i;1 : : : i;pi(12))X X 0 � (ai(11); 0i;1 : : : 0i;p0i(12))X 0 8ai 2 AX � (ai(?); i;1 : : : i;pi(?)) X 0 � (ai(?); 0i;1 : : : 0i;p0i(?)) 8ai 2 ASo deiding whether L \ L0 is empty amounts to deide the existene of� 2 A+ suh that �(�) = �0(�), i.e. solving the Post orrespondene problem.3 ? just marks word ends.



Therefore, sine emptiness of synhronized languages is deidable [4℄, this lassis not e�etively losed under intersetion.Considering the two previous examples, it seems unavoidable to onsider asublass of synhronized languages to get losure under intersetion. The �rstidea is to avoid deadloks by forbidding leaning synhronizations (i.e. imposingthat synhronization points are always at the same depth) : from now we onsideronly horizontal CSs.Example 5. Consider again languages Id2 and Lsym as de�ned in Examples 1and 2. So Id2\Lsym is the set of pairs of terms (t; t0) suh that t = t0 and t is thesymmetri tree of t0. This means that t is a self-symmetri tree. So Id2 \ Lsymis the set f(b; b)g [ f(f(t; tsym); f(t; tsym))g where tsym denotes the symmetritree of t. Let X = f(t; tsym; t; tsym)g, Id2 \ Lsym an be de�ned byId2 \ Lsym � (b; b)j(f(11; 12); f(13; 14))XX � (f(11; 21); f(22; 12); f(13; 23); f(24; 14))(X;X)j(b; b; b; b)It seems that horizontality is a good riterion to get losure under intersetion,but unfortunately it is not enough as shown by the following example.Example 6. Let Lpb be the language de�ned by the following onstraints :Lpb � (f(11; 12); f(21; 22))(Id2; Lpb) Lpb � (b; b)The following piture gives an intuition on how Lpb looks like :
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The intersetion of Lpb with Id2 gives the language of pairs of identialbalaned terms (i.e. terms all branhes of whih have the same length). To expressit with a non-opying CS, we have to synhronize all ourrenes of the samedepth together, whih requires wider and wider tuples, then in�nitely manyintermediate languages. This is impossible beause a CS is always supposed tobe �nite. That is why the de�nition of WRRs needs restritions stronger thanhorizontality.4 Weakly Regular RelationsA horizontal onstraint system C = (X ; E) is weakly regular i� there is a rankfuntion r : X ! IN s.t. for every onstraint  given by X � 2(X1; : : : ; Xk) :{ r(X) � r(X1) + : : :+ r(Xk); and



{ r(X) = r(X1) + : : :+ r(Xk) only provided  is regular.In essene, this de�nition implies that eah tree tuple of any variable X inthe system is onstruted by using at most r(X) horizontal but non-regularonstraints.Aordingly, a (set of tree tuples or a) tree relation is alled weakly regular(WRR stands for Weakly Regular Relation) i� it is de�ned by a weakly regularonstraint system.Example 7. Let � = ffn2; gn2; an0g, onsider the rewrite system R = ff(x; y)!g(y; x)g, and let S = f(t1; t2) j t1 !R t2g = fC[f(x; y)�℄; C[g(y; x)�℄g. S is aWRR :S � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22))(S; Id2)S � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22))(Id2; S) S � (g(11; 21); g(12; 22))(S; Id2)S � (g(11; 21); g(12; 22))(Id2; S)S � (f(11; 21); g(22; 12))(Id2; Id2)Id2 � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22))(Id2; Id2) Id2 � (g(11; 21); g(12; 22))(Id2; Id2)with r(Id2) = 0, r(S) = 1.Fat 1 { If the onstraint system C is weakly regular, then it is weakly regularfor a rank funtion with maximal rank 2jCj (where jCj denotes the number ofvariables of C.{ It an be deided in linear time whether or not a onstraint system is weaklyregular.There is another strutural haraterization of weakly regular onstraint systems.For variable X , let us denote by CX the restrition of the onstraint system C toall variables possibly inuening X . Let us all a onstraint X � 2(X1; : : : ; Xk)reursive i� some variableXj on the right-hand side depends onX , i.e., X oursin CXj . Then we have :Theorem 2. A horizontal onstraint system C is weakly regular i� every reur-sive onstraint X � 2(X1; : : : ; Xk) is regular where furthermore the onstraintsystems CXi are regular for all i exept at most one.Example 7 de�nes a WRR indeed, sine every reursive rule is regular and Id2is a RR. On the other hand, Lsym (Example 2) is not a WRR.Our main new result is:Theorem 3. Weakly regular relations are losed under union, projetion, arte-sian produt and intersetion.The �rst three losure properties of WRRs stated in theorem 3 are obtainedsimply by onsidering the orresponding onstrutions for arbitrary tree tupleonstraint systems and verifying that these preserve the WRR property. In thesequel, we therefore onentrate on the proof of losure under intersetion. Weneed the following auxiliary notion.



A onstraint system C is single-permuting, i� every non-regular onstraint ofC has only one variable on the right-hand side, i.e., is of the formX � 2(X1)The proof of theorem 3 is based onto the following two auxiliary lemmas :Lemma 1. Let C be a weakly regular onstraint system. Then an equivalent(up to further auxiliary variables) weakly regular onstraint system C0 an beonstruted whih is single-permuting.If C has maximal rank r, maximal size of lasses d, at most a variablesin right-hand sides and size n, then C0 has size O(n(a+1)r ) and lasses of sizeO(d � ar) where neither the rank nor the number of variables in right-hand sideshas inreased. Moreover, the onstraint system C0 an be onstruted in double-exponential time.Lemma 2. Assume that the tree-tuple language L of lass I is de�ned by asingle-permuting onstraint system C and �� I � I is an equivalene relation.Then a single-permuting onstraint system C0 an be onstruted for the languageL� = ft 2 L j 8(i; j) 2�: ti = tjgIn partiular, if C was weakly regular, then so is C0. If C is of size n and haslasses of size at most d, then C an be onstruted in time dO(d) � n.Using lemmas 1 and 2, the proof of theorem 3 proeeds as follows. Assumewe are given languages L1 and L2 both de�ned by weakly regular onstraintsystems Ci, i = 1; 2. By losure under artesian produt, the language L =ft(1)t(2) j t(i) 2 Lig is de�ned by a weakly regular onstraint system C. Bylemma 1, we also replae C with a single-permuting (weakly regular) onstraintsystem C0. Now onsider the equivalene relation � on the index set of L whihequates the orresponding omponents from L1 and L2. By lemma 2, we anonstrut from C0 a onstraint system C00 whih de�nes L�. Finally, we may(due to losure under projetion) onstrut a weakly regular onstraint systemfor the language ft(1) j 9t(2) : t(1)t(2) 2 L�g = L1 \ L2and we are done. Calulating the osts of the individual onstrution steps, wefurthermore �nd that the overall onstrution an be implemented in double-exponential time.As an immediate orollary of theorem 3, we obtain:Corollary 1. Weakly regular relations are losed under joins.Proof. Assume L1 (resp. L2) is a l-tuple (resp. n-tuple) language.L1 1i;j L2 = �1;:::;l+j�1;l+j+1;:::;l+n(L1 � L2)\f(t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tl; tl+1; : : : ; tl+j�1; ti; tl+j+1; : : : ; tl+n) j 8k; tk 2 T�g



Non-Closure under ComplementConsider the balaned full binary trees. Balaned means that all leaves appearat the same depth, and it is well known that a full binary tree t is balaned i�for all non-leaf position v in t, tjv:1 = tjv:2. Therefore t is unbalaned i� there isa non-leaf position v and a position u s.t. t(v:1:u) 6= t(v:2:u).Full binary trees are simulated by terms (with �xed arities) over the sig-nature � = ffn2; an0g. Thus the set of unbalaned full binary trees is the setof unbalaned terms over �, whih is generated by variable V of the followingonstraint system :V � f(11; 21)(V; Id)V � f(11; 21)(Id; V )V � f(11; 12)U U � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22))(U; Id2)U � (f(11; 21); f(12; 22))(Id2; U)U � (a; f(Id; Id))U � (f(Id; Id); a)where Id = T� and Id2 = Id� Id. It is a WRR sine Id is regular and the onlynon-regular onstraint is V � f(11; 12)U , whih is not reursive.The omplement of unbalaned terms, i.e. the balaned ones, annot be de-�ned by a WRR sine, as shown in Setion 3, they annot be de�ned by anon-opying onstraint system.5 Appliation to R-uni�ationThis setion addresses the problem of uni�ation modulo a onuent onstrutor-based rewrite system. The goal is to deide the existene of data-uni�ers (uni�-ability), and to express ground data-uni�ers by a tree-tuple language.Under some restritions, a deidability result has been established usingTTSGs [7℄. Next the method has been generalized [11℄ : any lass of tree-tuplelanguage an be used, provided :1. it is losed under join,2. emptiness is deidable,3. it an express the tuple-set Nf = f(r; �x1; : : : ; �xn) j f(x1; : : : ; xn) ;�[�℄ rand r; �x1; : : : ; �xn are ground data-termsg for eah de�ned funtion f ,4. For eah onstrutor , it an express the tuple-setN = f((t1; : : : ; tn); t1; : : : ; tn) j ti are ground data-termsgIf in addition it is losed under intersetion4 and projetion, the goal to be uni�edmay be non-linear.The uni�ation method presented in [11℄ has been used with TTSGs andwith primal grammars [5℄ providing some deidable sublasses of R-uni�ationproblems. In this setion, we present the uni�ation method of [11℄ whih anbe used with WRRs getting a new sublass of deidable R-uni�tion problems.4 This implies the losure under join.



The restritions are those needed for TTSGs, exept that the goal and the non-reursive rewrite rules may be non-linear5, additional tehnial restritions areneeded otherwise uni�ability is undeidable as shown in [7℄.Let us �rst reall the priniple of the general method, using a simple example :Example 8.R = ff(s(x)) r1! p(f(x)); f(p(x)) r2! s(f(x)); f(0) r3! 0gwhere s; p; 0 are onstrutors, and onsider the linear goal p(f(x)) := f(s(f(x0))).We assume that we have a tree-tuple language that satis�es the above properties.In partiular it an express Nf , Ns, Np.The method onsists in simulating the innermost narrowing derivations is-sued from the goal. We ompute :N = Np 1 Nf = f(s1; s2; t) j (s1; s2) 2 Np ^ (s2; t) 2 Nfg= f(s1; s2; t) j p(f(x));�[x=t℄ p(s2) = s1gN 0 = Nf 1 Ns 1 Nf= f(s01; s02; s03; t0) j (s01; s02) 2 Nf ^ (s02; s03) 2 Ns ^ (s03; t0) 2 Nfg= f(s01; s02; s03; t0) j f(s(f(x0)));�[x0=t0℄ f(s(s03)) = f(s02)!� s01gFrom narrowing properties [3℄, there exists a data-uni�er i� there exist instanest, t0 suh that s1 = s01, i.e. suh that N 11;1 N 0 6= ;. Moreover N 11;1 N 0expresses the solutions thanks to t, t0.Now if the goal to be uni�ed is not linear, like p(f(x)) := f(s(f(x))), tmust be in addition equal to t0. By projetion, we keep only t, t0, s1, s01, andfore equalities by intersetion. Thus, there exists a data-uni�er i� �1;3(N) \�1;4(N 0) 6= ;.For eah narrowing step ourring within a narrowing derivation f(x);�[�℄ rwhere r is a ground data-term, either s is added in � and p in r (using r1), orthe opposite (using r2), and the derivation ends by adding 0 in both (using r3).So Nf an be desribed by the expression :Nf � ((p; s) [ (s; p))�:(0; 0)On the other handNs = f(s(t); t)g � (s; �):((s; s) [ (p; p))�:(0; 0)Np = f(p(t); t)g � (p; �):((s; s) [ (p; p))�:(0; 0)where � is the empty string. Consequently,N = (p; �; �):((s; s; p) [ (p; p; s))�:(0; 0; 0)Nf 1 Ns = (p; s; �):((p; s; s) [ (s; p; p))�:(0; 0; 0)N 0 = (Nf 1 Ns) 1 Nf = (p; s; �; �):((p; s; s; p) [ (s; p; p; s))�:(0; 0; 0; 0)�1;3(N) \�1;4(N 0)= (p; �):((s; p) [ (p; s))�:(0; 0) T (p; �):((p; p) [ (s; s))�:(0; 0)= (p(0); 0)The solutions are given by the seond omponent. So there is one solution : x=0.This is orret : if x=t is a data-uni�er of p(f(x)) := f(s(f(x))), neessarilyp(f(t)) = p(f(f(t))), then f(t) = f(f(t)), then f(t) = t beause f(f(t)) = t.Therefore t = 0.5 WRRs are losed under intersetion and projetion.



Using WRRsN : unfortunately, the sets N = f((t1; : : : ; tn); t1; : : : ; tn)g annot be ex-pressed by WRRs (nor by RRs), beause generating two opies of ti needs syn-hronization between them, and one ours on top and the other at depth 1. Sothis language is not horizontal.We slightly modify the method so that N is horizontal. Now, using an extrasymbol \, we de�ne N = f((t1; : : : ; tn); \t1; : : : ; \tn)g for eah onstrutor ,and \L = f(\t1; : : : ; \tn) j (t1; :::; tn) 2 Lg for any language L. Their onstraintsystems are : N � ((11; : : : ; n1); \12; : : : ; \n2)(Id2; : : : ; Id2)\L � (\11; : : : ; \1n)(L)where Id2 = f(t; t) j t 2 TCg and TC is the set of onstrutor-terms. Theseonstraints are not reursive and Id2 is regular. So N is a WRR and if L isregular, \L is a WRR.It is however neessary to slightly modify the omputation of N and N 0.Example 9. Consider the previous example again. Now :N = Np 1 \Nf = f(r1; \r2; \t) j (r1; \r2) 2 Np ^ (\r2; \t) 2 \Nfg= f(r1; \r2; \t) j p(f(x));�[x=t℄ p(r2) = r1gN 0 = Nf 1 Ns 1 \Nf= f(r01; r02; \r03; \t0) j (r01; r02) 2 Nf ^ (r02; \r03) 2 Ns ^ (\r03; \t0) 2 \Nfg= f(r01; r02; \r03; \t0) j f(s(f(x0)));�[x0=t0℄ f(s(r03)) = f(r02)!� r01gIf the goal is linear, we hek N 11;1 N 0 6= ; as previously. Otherwise we an stillfore t = t0 by omputing �1;3(N) \�1;4(N 0), beause the number of \ above tin N and t0 in N 0 are the same (one). This omes from the fat that the numberof onstrutors appearing above the two ourrenes of x in the goal is the same(one).De�nition 1. For a term t and u 2 Pos(t), let kuk denote the number of on-strutors appearing in t above u. The term t is weak-horizontal if8u; u0 2 Pos(t); t(u) = t(u0) = x 2 V ar(t) =) kuk = ku0kIn this ase we also de�ne kxk def= kuk. The goal t := t0 (resp. the rewrite rulel ! r) is weak-horizontal if t := t0 (resp. l ! r) is a weak-horizontal term,onsidering := (resp. !) is a binary symbol.Lemma 3. If the goal is weak-horizontal and x is a variable ourring severaltimes in the goal, then every omponent in N , N 0 that gives the instanes of anourrene of x ontains exatly kxk times \.Proof. When using n-ary symbols, the intermediate language Nu orrespondingto position u (N � = N) isNu = (((N 12;1 \Nu:1) 13;1 \Nu:2) : : : 1n+1;1 \Nu:n



if t(u) is a onstrutor, andNu = (((Nf 12;1 Nu:1) 13;1 Nu:2) : : : 1n+1;1 Nu:notherwise. If x ours below u, by indution we get that the number of \ inthe omponent giving the instanes of x is exatly the number of onstrutorsourring along the path from u to x.Thus, if the goal is weak-horizontal the modi�ed method works, provided Nfan be expressed.Nf : let us explain how to transform a rewrite system into a onstraint systemthat expresses the sets Nf . We give an example before the general algorithm.Example 10. Consider the rewrite rule f((x; y)) ! d(f(y); x). By narrowing,we get f(x) ;[�= x=(x;y)℄ t0 = d(f(y); x). So (t0; �) = (d(f(y); x); (x; y)). Toget ground data-terms, x should be instantiated by something and f(y) shouldbe narrowed further. Then the orresponding onstraint is :F � (d(11; 21); (22; 12))(F; Id2)De�nition 2. A funtion position p in a term t is shallow if tjp = f(x1; : : : ; xn)where x1; : : : ; xn are variables.De�nition 3. Given a rewrite system R, we de�ne an ordering on de�ned fun-tion symbols by f > g if f(t1; : : : ; tn) ! r 2 R and g ours in r. f � g meansf > g ^ g > f . The rewrite rule f(t1; : : : ; tn) ! r 2 R is reursive if there is afuntion g in r s.t. f � g.Algorithm : we assume that funtion alls in rhss are shallow, and reursiverewrite rules are linear. Let us write rewrite rules as follows: f(t1; : : : ; tn) !C[u1; : : : ; um℄ where C is a onstrutor ontext ontaining no variables and eahui is either a variable or a funtion all of the form fi(xi1; : : : ; xiki). For eahrewrite rule, we reate the onstraintF � (C[11; : : : ;m1℄; �t1; : : : ; �tn)(X1; : : : ; Xm)where Xi = Id2 if ui is a variable and Xi = Fi if ui = fi(xi1; : : : ; xiki) and � isthe substitution fui=i2 j ui is a variableg.If this rewrite rule is not linear and not reursive, the Fis are de�ned indepen-dently of F . So we an make some variables equal by omputing the intersetion6of the onstraint argument (X1; : : : ; Xn) with the regular relationf(s1; : : : sk; t; sk+2; : : : sp; t; sp+2; : : : ; sq)jsi; t 2 TCgHowever, the resultant onstraint system is not neessarily a WRR : in theprevious example, the onstraint is reursive and not regular. The non-regularityomes from the fat that when going through the leaves from left-to-right, weget x, y for the lhs, and y, x for the rhs : there is a variable permutation. Ifwe remove the permutation by onsidering the rule f((x; y)) ! d(x; f(y)), theresultant onstraint is regular. But the absene of variable permutation does notensure regularity.6 if one of the Fis is not a WRR, the algorithm fails.



Example 11. Let f(a; (x; y))! s(f(x; y)).The orresponding onstraint F � (s(11); a; (12; 13))F is not regular beausethere is an internal synhronization in the third omponent.And the presene of permutation does not imply non-regularity.Example 12. Let f((x; y); s(z))! (f(x; z); y).The orresponding onstraint F � ((11; 21); (12; 22); s(13))(F; Id2) is regular.This is why we introdue the following de�nition :De�nition 4. A onstrutor-based rewrite system is weak-regular if funtionpositions in rhs's are shallow, its reursive rules are linear, and the orrespondingonstraint system generated by the above algorithm is a WRR.Note that weak-regularity implies in partiular weak-horizontality of rewriterules. Thanks to deidability of emptiness for WRRs, we get :Theorem 4. The uni�ability of a weak-horizontal goal modulo a weak-regularonuent onstrutor-based rewrite system is deidable. Moreover, the uni�ersan be expressed by a WRR.6 Appliation to One-Step-RewritingGiven a signature �, the theory of one-step rewriting for a �nite rewrite systemR is the �rst order theory over the universe of ground �-terms that uses theonly prediate symbol !, where x! y means x rewrites into y by one step.It has been shown undeidable in [16℄. Sharper undeidability results havebeen obtained for some sublasses of rewrite systems, about the 9�8�-fragment[15, 12℄ and the 9�8�9�-fragment [17℄.It has been shown deidable in the ase of unary signatures [6℄, in the aseof linear rewrite systems whose left and right members do not share any vari-ables [2℄7, for the positive existential fragment [13℄, for the whole existentialfragment in the ase of quasi-shallow8 rewrite systems [1℄ and also in the ase oflinear, non-overlapping, non-�-left-right-overlapping9 rewrite systems [8℄.Thanks to WRRs, we get a new result about the existential fragment.De�nition 5. A rewrite system R is �-left-right-lashing if for all rewrite rulel ! r, l(�) 6= r(�). R is horizontal if in eah rewrite rule, all ourrenes of thesame variable appear at the same depth.Note that �-left-right-lashing exludes ollapsing rules.Theorem 5. The existential one-step rewriting theory is deidable in the aseof �-left-right-lashing horizontal rewrite systems.7 Even the theory of several-step rewriting is deidable.8 All variables in the rewrite rules our at depth one.9 I.e. no left-hand-side overlaps on top with the orresponding right-hand-side.



Sine quasi-shallowness is a partiular ase of horizontality, our result extendsthat of [1℄, exept that we assume in addition �-left-right-lashing. Comparedto [8℄, rewrite rules may now be non-linear and overlapping, but they must behorizontal.Consider a �nite rewrite system R = fru1; : : : ; rung and an existential for-mula in the prenex form. Our deision proedure onsists in the following steps :1. Sine the symbols of � are not allowed in formulas, every atom is of theform x ! x or x ! y. Beause of �-left-right-lashing, x ! x has no solutionsand is replaed by the prediate without solutions ?, and x! y is replaed bythe equivalent proposition (x ?![ru1℄ y _ : : : _ x ?![run℄ y) ^ x 6= y, where ?![rui℄is the rewrite relation in zero or one step with rule rui. Next, the formula istransformed into a disjuntion of onjuntions of (possibly) negations of atomsof the form x ?![rui℄ y or x = y. We show that the set of solutions of eah atom,and of its negation, is a WRR.2. The solutions of a onjuntive fator are obtained by making artesianproduts with the set T� of all ground terms (whih is a partiular WRR), aswell as intersetions. For instane let C = x ?![ru1℄ y ^ :(y ?![ru2℄ z). Thesolutions of x ?![ru1℄ y, denoted SOL(x ?![ru1℄ y)), and those of :(y ?![ru2℄z), denoted SOL(:(y ?![ru2℄ z)), are WRRs of pairs, then we an omputeSOL(C) = SOL(x ?![ru1℄ y))�T� \ T��SOL(:(y ?![ru2℄ z)), whih is stilla WRR (of triples).3. The validity of the formula is tested by applying the WRR emptiness teston every disjuntive fator.SOL(x = y) and SOL(x 6= y) are trivially WRRs sine they are RRs.Lemma 4. SOL(x ?![rui℄ y) and SOL(:(x ?![rui℄ y)) are WRRs.7 Further work and ConlusionComputing desendants through a rewrite system may give rise to several appli-ations. [14℄ shows that the set of desendants of a regular tree language througha rewrite system is still regular, assuming some restritions. Using non-regularlanguages, like WRRs, still losed under intersetion (for appliations), ouldextend the result of [14℄ by weakening the restritions.Compared to automata with (dis)equality onstraints [2℄, WRRs an de�nemore onstraints than only (dis)equality, but they annot de�ne the balanedterms. However, WRRs and the sublass of redution automata have somethingin ommon : when deriving (reognizing) a term, the number of non-regularonstraints (of (dis)equality onstraints) applied is supposed to be bounded.As shown in Example 5, the intersetion of some horizontal CSs that are notneessarily WRRs, is still a horizontalin CS. So, is there a sublass of horizontalCSs, larger than WRRs, and losed under intersetion ?
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